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Summary

This Policy Insight investigates the multiple policy, legal and inter-institutional ramifications of the dispute arising from the persisting lack of visa reciprocity between the EU and the US. The ever-stringent US requirements for member states’ admittance and stay in the Visa Waiver Programme discriminate against European passport holders on the basis of nationality and justify preventive policing through the harvesting of EU citizens’ personal data.

It is important that all EU institutions responsible for the implementation of EU common visa policy loyally cooperate in dealing with the current state of affairs in transatlantic visa non-reciprocity. Such an approach could offer a way out of the EU’s current inter-institutional dispute regarding the measures to take under a post-Lisbon regulatory framework. This would allow increasing the effectiveness and democratic accountability in EU-US cooperation on visas, and help address issues arising from US requests for personal information, which may be tantamount to the introduction of visa requirements and travel restrictions for EU citizens.
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Executive Summary

The lack of progress towards full visa reciprocity between the EU and the US has long represented an unresolved issue in transatlantic relations.

Despite its inclusion in the positive list of countries that are exempt from Schengen visas, the US still maintains visa obligations upon Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland and Romania. To date, the precise steps have not yet been agreed between the EU and the US that would exempt citizens of these member states to be exempt from US visa requirements.

In parallel, enhanced cooperation for the exchange of EU passport holders’ information has become a prime condition for every member state’s admittance and stay in the US Visa Waiver Program (VWP). In fact, the inclusion (actual or prospective) of EU member states in the VWP is used as the justification for increasingly pervasive security checks involving the gathering of data on European citizens who wish to travel to the United States.

Especially since the start of the Trump administration, the harvesting of EU citizens’ data has become a priority for the US authorities. Enhanced cooperation in information sharing and gathering constitute the means by which US authorities currently impose travel checks upon EU citizens. These requests for personal information, however, may well be tantamount to the introduction of visa obligations and restrictions for certain categories of EU citizens travelling to the US.

When combined with the visa requirements still in place on Bulgarian, Croatian, Cypriot, Polish and Romanian nationals, the US authorities’ requests for EU traveler information pose mobility restrictions that jeopardize the overall effectiveness of the transatlantic visa-free regime. They also subject certain categories of EU citizens to different travel regimes and preventive surveillance through the harvesting of personal data outside pre-defined EU legal channels for transatlantic data transfer.

The responsibility to address visa reciprocity in relations with the US falls under EU competence, but disagreement currently exists between the European Parliament and the Commission as to the necessary measures to adopt in the implementation of the so-called EU visa reciprocity mechanism. This legal instrument sets out the precise timeframe and actions to deal with non-reciprocal visa regimes in a post-Lisbon Treaty inter-institutional framework of cooperation.

However, the Commission is currently refusing to adopt the delegated act that would allow the co-legislators (i.e. the European Parliament and the Council) to decide whether or not to introduce a temporary Schengen visa suspension for US nationals. Such refusal to act is all the more challenging in light of the European Parliament’s resolution of 2 March 2017, which urged the Commission to comply with its legal obligations and cease to treat EU-US visa reciprocity as an issue solely under its political discretion.

This Policy Insight investigates the multiple policy, legal and inter-institutional ramifications of the EU visa controversy with the US. It is argued that the lack of visa reciprocity with the US
subjects European citizens to discrimination on the basis of nationality, and preventive policing through the harvesting of personal data.

It is important for all EU institutional actors currently responsible for the implementation of the EU visa and foreign policies to loyally cooperate in the adoption of the measures that are required under EU law to address non-reciprocity. These measures are required not only to advance towards a fully reciprocal transatlantic visa-free regime, but also to ensure democratic scrutiny over the different politically sensitive and cross-sectional issues raised by the visa controversy with the US. One of the most salient issues is the ever-expanding efforts by the US to acquire EU citizens’ data, which occur outside pre-defined legal channels for transatlantic data transfer, and de facto amount to travel restrictions on EU passport holders.
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1. The multifaceted controversy over EU–US visa non-reciprocity: An introduction

Between 15 and 16 June, the EU Commissioner for Migration and Home Affairs, Dimitris Avramopoulos, Justice Commissioner Vera Jourová and Security Union Commissioner Julian King met in Malta to discuss with their US counterparts from the Homeland Security and Justice Departments ‘work to be done’ on visa reciprocity.¹

The achievement of full visa reciprocity between the EU and the US has constituted a longstanding matter of contention in transatlantic relations. The controversy between the strategic partners directly concerns the establishment of a visa-free travel regime for all EU citizens wishing to travel to the US for non-immigration purposes, including tourism and business.

The EU common visa policy is part of the wider EU Schengen regime. One of its key goals is to ensure that third countries like the US, which benefit from a Schengen visa-free regime, do not treat member states differently for visa purposes and impose travel restrictions upon EU citizens. However, since its inclusion in the EU common list of Schengen visa-free countries,² the US has refused to lift visa requirements for Bulgarian, Croatian, Cypriot, Polish and Romanian nationals.

To date, the persistent US maintenance of visa requirements has been justified on the claim by US authorities that these five member states do not meet all the different eligibility criteria set forth in the Visa Waiver Program (VWP).³ Admittance to the latter depends inter alia on the development of US security standards for travel documents, and on the level of cooperation established with US authorities on justice and home affairs matters, including information sharing on criminal and security concerns, and the reporting of lost and stolen travel documents.

The US has repeatedly stressed that the visa requirements currently imposed upon the nationals of Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland and Romania will only be lifted when all these

² See Annex II of Council Regulation (EC) No. 539/2001 of 15 March 2001 listing the third countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders and those whose nationals are exempt from that requirement, OJ L 81, 21.3.2001.
conditions have been met. That said, no precise indications or timelines have yet been given by US authorities as to how to achieve such an objective. At the June 2017 Valletta meeting, it was instead confirmed that admission to the VWP by the five member states concerned will only and ultimately be granted upon the positive consideration by the US secretary of homeland security and secretary of state as to the impact that such a decision would have on US security and law enforcement interests.

The Valletta summit also made clear – if necessary – that the dialogue between the EU and US executives on visa reciprocity is strategically and structurally linked to the enhancement of transatlantic cooperation on information sharing regarding serious crime and known or suspected terrorists. Indeed, since the perpetration of a series of terrorist attacks in a number of European cities, US representatives have expressed growing concern over the possibility of EU member state nationals entering the country for non-immigration-related reasons without first obtaining a visa from a US consulate. This sentiment is well reflected in the recent discussions over a possible ban for EU travellers from embarking on a flight to the US with a laptop.4

As a matter of fact, the preoccupations of the US authorities with the potential security risks posed by European passport holders have resulted in the introduction of successive legislative proposals, policy initiatives, increasingly stringent border-control practices and vetting procedures aimed at preventing member state nationals from potentially “abusing the VWP” (Bucci, 2015). Especially since the Trump administration took office, US authorities have multiplied efforts to ensure the gathering of information and intelligence on potential terrorists and other ‘bad actors’ and predict national security threats (also) through extreme vetting procedures and the use of enhanced security features in the Electronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA).

This policy approach violates the reciprocity principle, and is currently putting the overall effectiveness of the transatlantic visa-free travel regime into jeopardy. What is more, the possibility of further entry restrictions for EU citizens if member states do not ensure a certain level of intelligence cooperation with the US5 reflects the complex nature and far-reaching ramifications of the transatlantic visa controversy. In particular, it shows how information exchange has become a priority for the US, as well as a tool for imposing travel checks upon EU citizens by the mean of collecting personal data outside pre-defined EU legal channels for transatlantic data transfer.

Visas – and in particular the conditions for member states to be admitted to and remain in the VWP – seem increasingly to be perceived by US authorities as an essential tool to further their

---

4 See D. Millward, “Confusion over laptop flight ban as US denies EU claim that proposals have been scrapped”, Telegraph, 30 May 2017 [http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/30/confusion-laptop-flight-ban-us-denies-eu-reports-proposals-have/].

own internal security objectives in relations with the EU. At the same time, the use of visa cooperation as a leverage for information gathering on European citizens threatens EU data protection standards, raises potential legal conflicts and affects existing EU agreements on transatlantic data flows.

This policy insight investigates the multiple facets of the visa controversy with the US, and analyses the challenges posed by such a controversy to the legal and inter-institutional framework that, in a post-Lisbon Treaty landscape, governs the EU’s decision-making process in the field of EU visa policy. The author develops an analysis of the background and current state of play in the implementation of the mechanism established under EU law to remove the obstacles towards the achievement of full visa reciprocity.

Special attention is given to the disagreement between the European Parliament and the Commission as to the necessary legal actions to take in order to ‘ensure solidarity’ in the common visa policy, and establish ‘symmetry and equality’ in the travel regime with the US.

On the one hand, the Commission maintains that ‘transatlantic diplomacy’ and member state compliance with US requirements for “initial and continuing participation” in the VWP are the only way towards “preserving and, if possible, expanding visa-free travel between the EU and the United States”. On the other hand, the European Parliament insists on the EU’s “right to expect fairness” in relations with the US, and recently urged the Commission to adopt a delegated act providing for a temporary suspension of the Schengen visa-free travel regime for the nationals of that country.

The author finds that, behind the disagreement over the actual ‘EU’ response and possible solutions to the longstanding lack of reciprocity on US visas lies a deeper institutional struggle between the Commission, the Parliament and the Council, regarding the distribution of competences and related responsibilities under the common visa policy. Most recently, this has emerged from the European Parliament’s claim that the matter is not subject to the Commission’s sole discretion.

Ensuring the involvement of all the EU institutional stakeholders responsible for the implementation of the common visa policy is essential for several reasons. First, this solution is imposed by the current framework of EU primary law, and in particular the Treaties’ provisions.

---


regarding the Commission’s duties to implement EU law and policies in a spirit of sincere and loyal cooperation.

Second, the Parliament and the Council’s involvement in the implementation of the EU visa reciprocity mechanism is also central from the perspective of monitoring which ‘effective actions’ US authorities are actually willing to take towards lifting the visa requirements still imposed upon Bulgarian, Cypriot, Croatian, Polish and Romanian nationals.

And finally, one wonders how transatlantic diplomacy can be furthered if the EU actors responsible for foreign affairs – namely the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the appropriate Council configurations – are not involved in internal and external discussions on all the sensitive matters raised by the EU–US visa controversy.

The adoption of a concerted, EU inter-institutional approach is key to ensuring effectiveness and democratic accountability in the EU response vis-à-vis US foreign and security policies that, de jure and de facto, subject European citizens to different travel regimes, discriminatory treatment and preventive policing through the harvesting of personal data.

2. The visa reciprocity principle and its (non-)implementation vis-à-vis the US

Revised in 2013, the EU visa reciprocity mechanism responds to the goal of enabling a ‘quicker and more efficient reaction’ in cases where a third country on the Schengen visa positive list does not fulfil its visa reciprocity duties in relation to the EU and its member states. This mechanism is based on the idea that the citizens of all EU member states participating in Schengen should be treated equally. The procedure foreseen by the EU visa reciprocity mechanism is currently articulated in different phases, directed at exercising a mounting level of pressure to persuade the third country concerned to grant visa-free travel to all EU member state citizens.

In April 2014, the Commission published the non-reciprocity notifications submitted by Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland and Romania in the Official Journal of the European Union, and officially activated the procedure foreseen by the revised visa reciprocity mechanism. Throughout the 24 months that followed, it monitored the parties’ advances towards the objective of a visa-free travel regime that is fully reciprocal, in particular by publishing biannual reports on the outcomes of ‘tripartite meetings’ organised by the Commission, and involving representatives from the US and the individual member state concerned.

---


On several occasions, the Commission recognised that the US had not moved towards the lifting of the visa requirement for Bulgarian, Croatian, Cypriot, Polish or Romanian citizens. It also acknowledged that, while bringing important ‘security benefits’ to the US, the progressive security enhancements introduced into the VWP programme (i.e. through the Visa Waiver Program Improvement and Terrorist Travel Prevention Act of 2015) de facto translate into the introduction of travel restrictions for EU citizens.

The same concerns were expressed by the ambassadors of the 28 EU member states and the EU ambassador to the US in a letter addressed to the US administration in December 2016, in which they qualified the US “blanket restriction” introduced under the revised VWP as a measure that is most likely to “disproportionately and unfairly” affect the legitimate travel of those EU citizens who have visited countries such as Syria or Iraq, or who are dual nationals of a proscribed country. The ambassadors of the member states and the EU also expressed the view that in effect, the compulsory biometric checks newly imposed by the US at the port of origin constitute a violation of the visa reciprocity principle.

In substance, it was considered that by introducing ever-stringent data-sharing requirements, for instance through a revised version of the ESTA, the US had achieved the result of establishing “a visa regime in all but name”. Not only does this go against the principle of solidarity governing the EU common visa policy, but also it reveals how the gathering of European travellers’ information is a US priority to be pursued by all available means in relations with the EU and its member states, including cooperation on visa matters.

On 2 March 2017, the European Parliament adopted a Resolution urging the Commission to act “within two months” (i.e. 2 May 2017) and – pursuant to Art. 290 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) – adopt the “necessary legal measures” foreseen by Regulation (EC) No. 539/2001. In particular, the Parliament stressed the need for the Commission to adopt the delegated act that, in line with the provision currently contained in Art. 1(4)(f) of Regulation 539/2001, is required to enable the temporary suspension of the Schengen visa waiver for US nationals.

---

The Commission’s position to date remains that such a measure cannot be adopted, as it would immediately lead the US to retaliate by imposing visa requirements on all EU citizens, trigger considerable damage to the EU economy and have serious consequences for transatlantic relations.\(^\text{15}\) However, such a refusal to fulfil the duties deriving from the delegation of the power to act raises a number of crucial questions concerning both the actual compatibility of the Commission’s conduct with the role that this institution is called upon to play as ‘guardian of the Treaties’, and the way in which EU policies in the field of visas and border control are meant to be implemented in a post-Lisbon Treaty framework.

Furthermore, EU primary law expressly confers upon the Commission the responsibility to apply EU legislation (Art. 17 of the Treaty on European Union, TEU) and to implement EU policies on visas in a way that gives effect to the principle of solidarity (Art. 80 TFEU). Ensuring “more solidarity among the member states in the implementation of the common visa policy” is precisely one of the main goals of the revised reciprocity mechanism.\(^\text{16}\)

The current version of Regulation 539/2001 sets forth “precise timeframes and actions” of “increasing severity” to address situations where a third country does not ensure EU citizens the same conditions as those applying to its own nationals travelling to the EU.\(^\text{17}\) Under the existing legal framework, these actions are not limited to informal discussions with the third state concerned, nor fall under the exclusive prerogative of the Commission, but also require the adoption of normative measures and the involvement of the EU co-legislator (i.e. the European Parliament and the Council).

This means that the Commission’s external cooperation efforts and duty to carefully assess and inform the co-legislator of the potential consequences of a temporary Schengen visa suspension\(^\text{18}\) does not exempt this institution from its legal obligations to act on visa reciprocity. Instead, at the present stage of implementing the EU visa reciprocity mechanism, EU law requires the Commission to adopt a delegated act temporarily amending the normative content of Annex II of Regulation 539/2001. In fact, in order for the temporary suspension to become effective, it is first of all required to amend the Schengen visa positive list through the inclusion of a footnote indicating that the exception from the visa requirement is suspended for the third country concerned.

As explained in the following section, adopting this measure in the second phase of the process for implementing the EU visa reciprocity mechanism is not only a Commission responsibility. It is also a necessary step to enable to European Parliament and the Council to subsequently

---

\(^\text{15}\) See the European Commission’s Communication, COM(2016) 221 final, 12.4.2016.


\(^\text{17}\) See the European Parliament Resolution of 2 March 2017, op. cit.

exercise their own decision-making competence by means of discussing whether to object to the temporary introduction of a Schengen visa-waiver suspension for US nationals. Such a decision by the co-legislators is all the more important in light of the various politically and legally sensitive issues raised by the EU–US visa controversy.

3. Implementing the revised reciprocity mechanism: Whose responsibility?

The EU visa reciprocity mechanism is a result of both the continual integration of the Schengen acquis into the Union framework, and the increasing harmonisation that EU law has brought to the field of visas, particularly in relation to the treatment of countries included in the Schengen visa positive list.

Introduced in 2001, the mechanism has undergone a series of transformations that have affected both its implementation process and practical function vis-à-vis third countries. At the onset, it was an instrument designed to allow individual member states that were ‘victims’ of non-reciprocal visa obligations imposed by a third country to mandate the Commission to suspend the Schengen visa exception.\(^{19}\) However, the subsequent EU enlargement and Lisbon processes called for significant changes to be introduced to the visa reciprocity mechanism.

New rules were adopted in 2005 and then again in 2013, to prevent member states (and in particular accession ones) not only from unilaterally launching the retaliatory procedure, but also from striking bilateral deals with third countries on issues – such as short-term visa issuance and delivery – that currently fall under EU competence (Gros-Tchorbadjiyska, 2010). Interestingly, the issue was raised after US authorities presented two draft Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs), which the US intended to sign with those EU member states that were respectively admitted to the VWP or candidate countries for such a programme.\(^{20}\)

The general commitments proposed by the US under these non-legally binding MoUs included the waiver of certain VWP eligibility requirements (namely the 3% visa-application rejection rate). In exchange, the US required the implementation of security commitments on the part of the member state concerned (Gros-Tchorbadjiyska, 2010, pp. 392–93). The proposed MoUs required implementation of measures related to the ESTA, notably information exchange (including Passenger Name Records), US access to EU databases and information systems, the reporting of lost and stolen passports, repatriation, enhanced standards for travel documents and Schengen crime-related data. Because these issues were later found to fall under the EU’s exclusive competence, a set of guidelines was introduced to expressly delimit member states’

---

\(^{19}\) The power is given to the Council, which can decide, acting by qualified majority, within 30 days following the notification not to establish the provisional visa requirements. See Council Regulation (EC) No. 539/2001, op. cit., Art. 1(4)(b).

freedom to act on these matters in their contacts with the US. 21 Adopted at the EU level, these guidelines were subsequently officially agreed upon by the US partner. 22

The modifications introduced by Regulation (EU) No. 1289/2013 to the new reciprocity mechanism reflect both the need to establish common EU rules on procedures to address non-reciprocity situations with countries such as the US, and the post-Lisbon Treaty requirement to involve the various institutional actors currently responsible for implementing the EU common visa policy, namely the European Parliament and the Council. Therefore, the consequences of the Commission’s choice of not taking the action foreseen by Regulation 539/2001 can only be assessed in light of the distribution of roles and competences that EU primary and secondary law specifically assigns to the different EU institutions throughout the predefined and legally-mandated phases for implementing the visa reciprocity mechanism, as revised in 2013.

The original version of Art. 1(4) of Regulation 539/2001 allowed the possibility for a member state to (semi-)automatically impose visa requirements upon nationals of a third country included in the Schengen visa positive list (Peers et al., 2012, p. 234). The present legislative text, however, articulates the process for implementing the visa reciprocity mechanism in a way that, at the same time, establishes a fast-track procedure for imposing visa requirements upon countries like the US and makes it less dependent on the Commission’s diplomacy through the involvement of the Parliament and the Council (Peers, 2014). Such a solution is the result of a legitimate desire by both the Council and the Parliament to exert control over the Commission in this policy area.

The first step that the mechanism established by Regulation 539/2001, as amended by Regulation 1289/2013, foresees for the removal of obstacles towards full visa reciprocity is the possibility to temporarily suspend the Schengen visa waiver for certain categories of nationals of a third country in the Schengen visa positive list. The possibility of such a suspension occurs when, after 6 months from the publication of the non-reciprocity situation in the Official Journal of the EU, the third country concerned continues to apply visa requirements to the citizens of at least one member state. 23

Following the general approach adopted in the implementation of the revised visa reciprocity mechanism, the Commission decided not to suspend the visa waiver for US nationals at the end of the 6-month period foreseen in Art. 1(4)(e) of Regulation 539/2001. 24 Nevertheless, after 24

23 See Art. 1(4)(e) of Regulation 539/2001, as amended by Regulation 1289/2013, op. cit.
24 In the two years that followed the activation of the EU visa reciprocity mechanism, the Commission produced biannual reports taking into account the parties’ advances towards the objective of a fully reciprocal visa-free
months from the date of activating the procedure foreseen in Regulation 539/2001, the adoption of a delegated act providing for the temporary suspension (of up to 12 months) of the visa waiver became mandatory, as the US still failed to grant visa-free travel to all EU member state citizens (see figure 1 below). The suspension only becomes effective if neither the European Parliament nor the Council expresses objections.

Figure 1. The unfolding of the EU–US visa controversy

The precise legal process that governs the Commission’s use of the revised Art. 1(4)(f) ‘reciprocity clause’ was the subject of lengthy debate during negotiations on amending Regulation 1289/2013. On that occasion, the Parliament pushed for the introduction of ‘tougher rules’ for encouraging third states on the EU white list to exempt citizens of all member states from a visa requirement (Peers, 2014, p. 2) and also advocated the need to adapt the procedure for implementing the EU visa reciprocity mechanism to the new allocation of decision-making competences that the Treaty of Lisbon had brought to the field of visas. Ultimately, the new visa reciprocity mechanism is designed in a way that ensures control over the Commission in this area by means of ‘delegated acts’ that the Parliament and the Council could possibly block the Commission from adopting.

However, the Commission was dissatisfied with the decision to introduce the 2013 clause providing for the mandatory suspension of the Schengen visa waiver through the adoption of travel regime, and organised a series of ‘tripartite meetings’ involving the concerned member states and US representatives at different levels.

See Art. 1(4)(f) of Regulation 539/2001, as amended by Regulation 1289/2013, op. cit.
a delegated act, and challenged the final version of Art. 1(4)(f) of Regulation 539/2001 before the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). In particular, the Commission contested the lawfulness of the delegation of power pursuant to Art. 290(1) TFEU, and consequently questioned the existence of an obligation to act in order to “achieve the adoption of rules coming within the regulatory framework as defined by the basic legislative act”, in this case represented by Art. 1(4)(f) of Regulation 539/2001.

The CJEU expressly recognised that the Commission’s adoption of a delegated act providing for a temporary reintroduction of visa obligations for a third country included in the Schengen visa positive list constitutes the preliminary condition and necessary action for the actual involvement of the EU co-legislator in the procedure foreseen by the visa reciprocity mechanism, as revised by Regulation 1289/2013. According to the Court, while the temporary suspension of the visa waiver for all US nationals enters into force if neither the European Parliament nor the Council expresses objection, such a step “can only be done” after the Commission’s “exercise of a delegated power”.

The Court stressed that implementation of the principle of reciprocity through the mechanism established under EU law is based on the adoption of measures of “increasing gravity and political sensitivity to which instruments of different kinds correspond”. The adoption of a delegated act 24 months after activation of the EU visa reciprocity mechanism represents one of these (mandatory) instruments. Yet, the decision to suspend the Schengen visa waiver does not exclusively depend on the sole discretion of the Commission, as it is also subject to the subsequent scrutiny of the Parliament and the Council, which are required to decide whether to object to its entry into force.

By refusing to adopt the delegated act pursuant to the existing reciprocity mechanism and in line with the European Parliament’s call in its Resolution of 2 March 2017, the Commission jeopardises the objective of the regulation – which is to persuade the third country concerned to comply with the reciprocity principle through the adoption of legally predefined actions to which the introduction of measures of increasing severity correspond.

4. Justifying visa non-reciprocity: Introducing and contextualising the economic loss argument

The key official argument put forward by the Commission to justify its decision not to act pursuant to Art. 1(4)(f) of Regulation 539/2001 is that the introduction of Schengen visa

---

27 See Case C-427/12, Commission v Parliament and Council, para. 38.
28 See Case C-88/14, op. cit., para. 46.
29 Ibid., para 39.
30 Art. 1(4)(h) of Regulation 539/2001, as amended, op. cit.
requirements for US nationals would have serious repercussions on the EU economy and overall relations with the transatlantic partner.

On different occasions throughout the implementation of the first (interlocutory) phase of the visa reciprocity mechanism, the Commission noted how a suspension of Schengen visa-free travel for US citizens would “very likely” not improve the travel regime applying to the five member states concerned, yet would lead to the exclusion of all member states from the VWP.\(^{31}\) Indeed, the US has already announced that any EU steps towards the suspension of the Schengen visa waiver for their citizens would immediately lead to “retaliatory measures”.\(^{32}\)

In its April 2016 Communication, the Commission estimated that a reintroduction of visa requirements for the nationals of all EU member states would generate at least 8 million US visas applications per year. According to the figures provided by the Commission, this would entail extra visa application costs for EU citizens/companies of approximately €2.5 billion.\(^{33}\)

It is not difficult to expect or argue that the introduction of visa requirements for EU nationals wishing to travel to the US could have important consequences for the EU. At the same time, it has also been estimated that the decision to exclude those EU member states currently admitted to the VWP would generate significant losses not only for the European economy, but also for that of the transatlantic partner.

According to statistics from the US Department of Commerce, travellers from Western Europe represent the largest group of visitors to the US (over 10 million, see Figure 2 below). Referring to a study from 2013, the Commission recently reported to the European Parliament that the introduction of visa requirements for EU citizens was expected to result in a 23% drop of European visitors per year, resulting in $6 billion less spent in the US.\(^{34}\)

---


\(^{33}\) For a detailed assessment, see COM(2016) 221 final, op. cit.

\(^{34}\) See the answer given by Ms Bieńkowska on behalf of the Commission, Parliamentary questions, 6 March 2017, P-000164/2017 (http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=P-2017-000164&language=EN#def1).
Figure 2. Number of arrivals in the US by world region of residence, year-to-date, 2016 (total arrivals 28,483,555)


Figure 3. Share of arrivals in the US by world region of residence

Note: The monthly arrivals data in the I-94 report for September 2016 are preliminary, with these data subject to additional revisions that may be possible if improved solutions and/or sources are discovered for reporting non-resident arrivals to the US.
The number of US nationals affected by the introduction of Schengen visa requirements and border checks at a distance would be higher than that of EU travellers eventually excluded from the VWP. The US Department of Commerce calculated that the number of US citizens who travelled to Europe throughout 2016 amounts to 12,582,821, representing approximately 40% of the total number of US nationals travelling abroad (see Figure 4 below). However, from the statistics analysed in the framework of this study, it is not possible to establish precisely where these US citizens travelled in Europe, nor the reasons or length of their stay.

**Figure 4. Shares of US citizens travelling abroad, 2016**

By reintroducing visa requirements, the EU and US would both lose the advantages of the visa-free travel regime that features in the transatlantic strategic partnership today, and consequently face serious economic and infrastructural challenges. Still, as also emerged on the occasion of interviews conducted with EU policy-makers in the framework of this policy insight, it seems difficult to precisely ascertain the actual economic impact that a transatlantic visa-waiver suspension would have on the EU and US economies.

If the Commission were to follow the same line of reasoning – i.e. purely based on the prospect of economic gain from visa liberalisation or facilitation – Schengen visa requirements should also be lifted for other largely populated strategic partners like China and India, and third countries like Russia, which currently generate the highest number of Schengen visa applications and do not represent a major source of irregular migration to the EU (Stefan, 2017).

---


The same survey cited by the Commission\(^{37}\) to explain that the introduction of visa requirements for North Americans (including Canadians) would be detrimental for the EU tourism industry also mentions that at least 20% more trips would be sold by travel agents if travelling to Europe were visa-free for nationals of major tourist-sending countries, namely Ukraine,\(^{38}\) Russia, China, India, Saudi Arabia and South Africa.

Therefore, it seems that the argument regarding possible economic loss in the eventuality of a (temporary) suspension of transatlantic visa-free travel seems to be used by the Commission in a way that is instrumental to justify its decision not to act vis-à-vis the US. While this type of argumentation does not exempt the Commission from its legal obligation to act in line with EU legal requirements, it plays in favour of US authorities, which clearly have an interest in threatening the introduction of visa requirements if the EU and its member states do not take all the necessary measures required to meet US security concerns.

5. **US visa policies vis-à-vis the EU: Moving targets and the harvesting of EU citizens’ data**

The Commission’s decision not to exercise its delegated power within the procedure activated to address the US (non-)reciprocity situation is highly problematic.

First of all, this approach is at odds with the system of inter-institutional checks and balances that the Lisbon Treaty introduced with regard to the EU decision-making process in the field of Schengen visas. Also, this unilateral decision is in contrast to the principle of loyal cooperation laid down in Art. 4(3) TEU and governing EU inter-institutional relations. Furthermore, it is unlikely to serve the purpose of convincing the US to lift visa requirements currently imposed on Bulgarian, Croatian, Cypriot, Polish and Romanian nationals.

In the latest Communication on its obligations in the area of visa reciprocity and reporting on the progress achieved,\(^{39}\) the Commission referred to the need for “increasing the efforts” towards full visa reciprocity with the US. The Commission affirmed its intention to closely coordinate with the five member states concerned and adopt “concrete steps” in this direction. The same objective was even more eloquently stressed during the last EU–US Justice and Home Affairs Ministerial Meeting, which took place in Valletta on 16 June 2017.

On that occasion, the Commission – as well as the Presidency of the Council, represented by the Maltese home affairs and justice ministers – agreed on the objective “to further step up efforts to improve security cooperation with the view to assisting Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,

---

\(^{37}\) See European Commission, DG Enterprise and Industry, *Study on the economic impact of short stay visa facilitation on the tourism industry and on the overall economies of EU Member States being part of the Schengen Area*, Brussels, August 2013.

\(^{38}\) On 11 May 2017, the Council adopted a regulation on visa liberalisation for Ukrainian citizens travelling to the EU for a period of stay of 90 days in any 180-day period.

\(^{39}\) See COM(2017) 227 final, op. cit.
Poland and Romania in advancing more rapidly towards the fulfilment of the requirements for designation in the US Visa Waiver Program”. Reportedly, this ‘improved security cooperation’ should encompass a framework for the enhanced “sharing” and “screening” of EU travellers’ information (including biometric data), in a way consistent “with US law”.40

At the same time, both sides persistently failed to indicate precisely the available measures that, at this stage, could be adopted in order to meet the requirements or somehow convince the transatlantic partners to grant visa-free travel to the EU citizens who are still subjected to visa obligations. The lack of a mutually agreed, publicly available and clear, evidence-based roadmap defining exactly what efforts are required for the five member states concerned to meet all the different VWP requirements makes it extremely difficult for the EU to plan, monitor and assess the advances mutually made by the parties in this respect.

A similar lack of transparency emerged with regard to the type of security measures presently imposed upon member state nationals wishing to travel to the US. During the EU–US Justice and Home Affairs Senior Officials Meeting that took place in Valletta in March 2017, the EU delegation had to expressly request reassurance from their US partners regarding Executive Order 13767 (Border Security and Immigration Enforcement Improvements), Section 3, concerning “restrictions on the Visa Waiver Programme as regards EU citizens”.41

In fact, several of the US VWP requirements seem to amount to a moving target. Their actual achievement by each of the member states concerned appears to ultimately depend upon the US authorities’ own interpretation and discretion. For instance, despite the fact that Cyprus recently managed to comply with the required 3% visa refusal rate, the US now claims that it needs to look at the “totality of all relevant circumstances” and that “the division of the island remains a challenge toward the concession of the visa waiver”.42

Another significant example in this respect is provided by the VWP eligibility requirement regarding the level of international commitment and cooperation of the five member states concerned with the US under the bilateral agreements on “Preventing and Combating Serious Crime” (PCSC).43 These bilateral agreements are unilaterally designed by the US, and their scope is mainly the establishment of a framework for ensuring the availability, to the US, of the personal data (including biometrics and DNA profiles) of EU citizens suspected of crimes that

---

43 See the PCSC Agreement on enhancing law enforcement cooperation in order to prevent and combat serious crime.
would render them “inadmissible to or removable from the United States under U.S. federal law”.44

It is significant that while the signature of these agreements initially seemed to constitute the benchmarks to be achieved for admission into the VWP, the US now claims that each member state must also ensure ‘full implementation’ of such instruments. The aim, of course, is to allow US law enforcement authorities access to a wide range of EU citizens’ personal data, including information “revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions or religious or other beliefs, trade union membership or concerning health and sexual life” if they are particularly relevant to the purposes of such agreements.45 The last requirement is all the more problematic, as it is not fully clear the extent to which cooperation under these bilateral agreements actually ensures respect of the EU legal and fundamental rights standards on transatlantic access and exchange of personal data (Carrera et al., 2015).

6. Access to EU citizens’ data: An ever-pressing US foreign affairs priority

The analysis of developments in the EU–US dialogue on visas suggests that behind the US request for EU cooperation towards the achievement of full visa reciprocity lies the objective of facilitating US law enforcement authorities’ access to EU citizens’ data outside pre-established channels for transatlantic information exchange.46

In August 2015, the US Department of Homeland Security decided to take the following measures: require the use of e-passports for all VWP travellers coming to the US; use Interpol’s lost and stolen passport database in order to screen travellers crossing a Visa Waiver country’s borders; and expand the deployment of US federal air marshals on international flights from Visa Waiver countries to the US (Siskin, 2015).

On 8 December 2015, the US House of Representatives passed two similar bills (i.e. H.R. 158 and S. 2362), which required all VWP countries to also have machine-readable passports at all ports of entry, and to implement appropriate screening protocols and information sharing with US authorities. The reforms were expressly designed to strengthen the VWP’s security components and take significant steps towards “preventing those who seek to cause harm” from entering the US.47

44 See, for example, the US–Croatia “Agreement on enhancing cooperation in preventing and combating serious crime”, signed at Washington, 16 February 2011 and entering into force on 19 August 2011.
46 See the US Homeland Security Committee’s Final Report of the Task Force on Combating Terrorist and Foreign Fighter Travel, op. cit., in particular key findings 22, 29 and 31.
Signed into law by US President Barack Obama in December 2015, the Visa Waiver Program Improvement and Terrorist Travel Prevention Act introduced new travel restrictions (in the form of visa requirements) for certain categories of EU travellers, and in particular for all member state nationals who have been present in Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia or Yemen at any time on or after March 2011. The law also imposes additional information-sharing and reporting requirements among VWP participating countries. Failure to meet these may lead the programme country to being suspended from the VWP or having its participation terminated.

US officials have traditionally contended that such enhanced security measures would enable ‘better vetting’ of VWP visitors while preserving legitimate trade and travel. However, the changes progressively brought to the VWP were reportedly intended to capture information and impose travel restrictions on any EU citizen considered a potential security threat to the US (Archick, 2016).

Thus, the increasingly information-based approach in the implementation of US visa policy has been instrumental to justify ever-expanding requests for personal data (sharing and gathering) related to EU travellers. Already under the Obama administration, the application for the ESTA included additional questions to address the new eligibility requirements under the December 2015 Act. Through the revised standard questionnaire used for the VWP, the US agency for Customs and Border Protection started to seek social media identifiers. These modifications were especially designed to assist US law enforcement and immigration authorities in the identification of those who may represent a security threat and be ineligible to travel to the US under the VWP.

Despite the fact that they were voluntary, and did not include personal data such as account passwords, these requests for additional information raise serious issues with regard to the respect of data protection standards for transatlantic data transfer, notably as provided by the new ‘Umbrella Agreement’ between the US and the EU on the protection of personal information relating to the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences. It is worth remembering that a key principle set forth in this agreement is that the

---

48 These restrictions do not apply to VWP travellers whose presence in these countries was to perform military service in the armed forces, or carry out official duties as a full-time employee of the government of a member state.


transborder data flow should not compromise the data protection standards to which EU citizens are eligible under EU law.\textsuperscript{53}

With the establishment of the new US executive in 2016, the above-mentioned security-inspired approach towards an ever-wider range of EU citizens wishing to travel to the US has escalated. In fact, two consecutive executive orders adopted by US President Donald Trump have not only (and not mainly) resulted in the introduction of travel bans for citizens of third countries (including Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen).\textsuperscript{54} They have also had the chief result of allowing US authorities to harvest the additional personal data of third-country nationals – including EU citizens and residents – with the scope of determining whether their presence in the country increases the likelihood of a credible threat to the national security of the US (Guild et al., 2017).

The material scope of application changed between the two subsequent versions of the ‘Trump travel ban’, and the US authorities have confirmed that the second one cannot be applied to EU dual nationals. On 12 June 2017, the US Court of Appeals for the 9\textsuperscript{th} Circuit ruled that the President, in issuing the revised version of the executive order “exceeded the scope of the authority delegated to him by Congress, and suspended the measure”.\textsuperscript{55} However, subsequent to the US Supreme Court’s decision of 26 June 2017 to review the case,\textsuperscript{56} portions of President Trump’s travel ban remain in effect.\textsuperscript{57}

In the meantime, EU citizens admitted under the VWP, as well as member state nationals holding a US tourist visa, currently run the risk of being denied entry if they refuse to provide their social media account passwords to the Department of Homeland Security,\textsuperscript{58} or based on

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the replies they provide regarding their beliefs and personal opinions.\textsuperscript{59} This is yet another clear example of how an expanded request for personal information may be tantamount to the introduction of visa requirements and travel restrictions for EU citizens travelling to the US.

A piece of legislation that was introduced in April 2017 for US congressional consideration\textsuperscript{60} holds the prospect of a further expansion of the type of personal information that US border authorities can require of non-US persons who are at the US border and wish to enter US territory. According to the proposed bill, US authorities may request and obtain access to the digital content of electronic equipment belonging to all non-US persons who are at the border, as well as request and obtain access to the digital contents of their online accounts and online account information.\textsuperscript{61}

While the actual adoption of this bill is not guaranteed, news reports indicate that a sharp increase in electronic device searches at the US borders (24,000 in 2016, compared with the nearly 5,000 devices searched in 2015) has already taken place, and the number of searches continues to escalate, with 5,000 device searches having been conducted by the Department of Homeland Security in February 2017 alone.\textsuperscript{62}

According to US Customs and Border Protection authorities, a traveller may be chosen for inspection for many different reasons. The decision to inspect an EU citizen’s electronic devices might happen randomly, or because his or her name matches a “person of interest” in the government’s databases, or because his or her travel documents are incomplete.\textsuperscript{63} US federal courts have largely agreed that such searches do not even require reasonable suspicion – consistent with the general rule (Shappert, 2014).\textsuperscript{64} These practices also leave EU citizens – among all other non-US persons – and their personal data in an extremely vulnerable situation.


\textsuperscript{61} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{64} One exception is the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (covering Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington), which held in 2013 that reasonable suspicion must underlie the “forensic examination” of a computer hard drive taken at the border. See https://informationsecurity.princeton.edu/sites/informationsecurity/files/searches_of_electronic_devices_at_the_border_-_faqs_-_march_2017_0.pdf.
7. Conclusions and recommendations

The US imposition of direct or indirect visa requirements upon European passport holders affect the Union as a whole, as it subjects certain EU citizens to disparate travel regimes and exposes them to differing treatments that, de jure and de facto, lead to discrimination on the ground of nationality, which is prohibited under EU law.

To address this concerning issue, the Commission should in the first place comply with its legal obligations under the common visa policy – as currently set forth by Art. 1(4)(f) and laid bare by the CJEU case law – and adopt the delegated act providing for the temporary suspension of the visa waver for US nationals. This would finally allow the European Parliament and the Council to decide whether to object, or not, to a Schengen visa-waiver suspension vis-à-vis the US.

This step would not only send a clear message and increase the EU’s credibility towards the strategic partner. It would also and foremost allow for a higher degree of democratic scrutiny on the way in which EU visa policies are implemented vis-à-vis the US. It would also contribute to solving once and for all the EU inter-institutional dispute regarding the distribution of competences and responsibilities that, in a post-Lisbon Treaty regulatory framework, govern the implementation of the EU visa reciprocity mechanism.

Ensuring loyal and sincere inter-institutional cooperation is key in a sensitive policy field such as EU visa policies, which are now subject to the co-decision powers of the EU legislators. If the Commission’s position is to exercise sole diplomatic powers and political discretion over the EU–US visa controversy, then without further ado the European Parliament should take the matter to the Luxembourg courts, pursuant to Art. 265 of the TFEU.

Also, if diplomatic efforts are to be enhanced by working jointly with the US in “a constructive and positive spirit”, 65 these should encompass – in particular – more active participation by the European Parliament. The latter has an important role to play as an interlocutor with the US Congress, and it could help to increase mutual understanding and trust in transatlantic relations (Bigo et al., 2015).

The European Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) should pursue its efforts in holding a structured dialogue with relevant counterparts in the US Congress, and request clarification from its US counterparts as to the exact steps that Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland and Romania need to take in order to gain admission to the VWP.

Greater cooperation between the US Congress and the European Parliament could be especially useful from the perspective of amending the US Immigration and Nationality Act to allow participation in the VWP by the five member states that are currently excluded from it. This could also help increase the overall transparency of EU and US cooperation on visas and

information sharing, and enable the strategic partners to work more closely on interrelated inquiries in the expanding policy field of justice and home affairs.

The analysis conducted in the framework of this policy paper clearly shows that enhanced cooperation on information sharing and gathering, and not visas, is the way in which US authorities are presently imposing travel restrictions upon EU citizens. The Commission needs to carefully assess whether the new security enhancements initiated by the recent US administrations under the VWP – and in particular concerning additional requests for travellers’ information through the ESTA – are measures equivalent to a visa requirement.

These US requests also put EU data protection standards at risk, raise potential legal conflicts and affect the existing legal framework for transatlantic data flows, especially as provided under the EU–US Privacy Shield and the Umbrella Agreement on the protection of personal information relating to the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences. The Commission should therefore also evaluate whether member states’ bilateral cooperation on the exchange of personal data, under the agreements with the US on preventing and combating serious crime, is compatible with the standards set forth under the existing framework of EU law on transatlantic information exchange.

The various ramifications of the EU–US visa controversy clearly show that this issue cannot be tackled solely from a ‘home affairs diplomacy’ perspective. With EU citizens’ information becoming a key tool in EU–US relations, the EEAS should also be involved in the discussions, not least to ensure coordination in EU external action towards the strategic partner. Closer involvement of the Council of the EU’s foreign affairs configurations, notably the Working Party on Transatlantic Relations (COTRA), should also be envisaged in EU discussions concerning visa cooperation with the transatlantic partner.
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